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Supplementary Material

A. Architecture Details
There are two components in HOIDiffusion: the main diffu-
sion model and the condition model. For the main branch,
we base our diffusion model on Stable Diffusion [3] with
changes of taking condition embeddings from three phys-
ical sources: normal map, hand skeleton projection, and
segmentation. The conditions are added into the U-Net en-
coder, to shift feature maps of each encoding channel, sim-
ilar to the method adopted in Adapter [2]. During training,
we turn on the training of pretrained Stable Diffusion’s de-
coder, with other parameters fixed (including other modules
in U-Net and the text encoder). Model parameter details are
provided in Table 1.

For condition models, we encode the condition images
into different embedding levels for all feature channels in
the diffusion model encoder. We adopt ResNet blocks to
obtain the embeddings for each channel. Since there are
three structural physical sources, we adopt the same model
architecture for different conditions and utilize a weighted
sum as the final condition outputs. Detailed information is
shown in Table 2.

Parameter Diffusion Model (512×512)

Latent Shape 4×64×64
Channels 320
Channels Multiple [1, 2, 4, 4]
ResBlock Number 2
Context Dimension 768
Batch Size 8
Diffusion Steps 1000
Noise Scheduler Linear
Learning Rate 10−5

Optimizer Adam

Table 1. Model architecture and training scheme (decoder) for
main diffusion models. Input images are all resized to 512×512.

Parameter Condition Model (512×512)

Input Channels 3×64
Output Channels [320, 640, 1280, 1280]
ResBlock Number 2
Feature Weight (h,n,s) [1,1,1]
Kernel Size 1
Batch Size 8
Learning Rate 10−5

Optimizer Adam

Table 2. Model architecture and training hyperparameters for con-
dition model. (h,n,s) in Feature Weight represents summation
weights for three conditions: (hand projection, normal map, seg-
mentation).

B. More Results on HOI Generation
We provide more results on realistic hand-object-interaction
image generation, with more diverse hand poses, object
shapes, and object categories in Figure 3.

C. Object Appearance Control
In this section, we further explore the ability of HOIDif-
fusion to control the appearance of objects, with different
colors or styles unseen in training data or descriptions. The
results are shown in Figure 1. The results can demonstrate
that our proposed HOIDiffusion is able to utilize the knowl-
edge from the pretrained models, hence, when a novel ap-
pearance is provided, our model is still able to generate ex-
pected objects.

A hand is grasping a pink [object]

A hand is grasping a metallic [object]

A hand is grasping a Gothic-style [object]

A hand is grasping a Medieval-style [object]

Figure 1. Generated images using different style texts to control
object appearance.

D. Background Control
In this section, we present more generated hand-object-
interaction images with various background prompts, from



On a tropical island In the sand

Floating in the sea In the Grand Canyon

In the city of Versailles In an alien city on a distant planet

In the underwater city of Atlantis In a Japanese rock garden

In a lavender field In neon-lit cyberpunk nightclub

In the snow In bamboo forest

Figure 2. Generated images with more text prompts ranging from daily landscape to virtual scene.

everyday scenarios to special contexts. We refer readers to
Figure 2.

The apparent differences in styles between Figure 3 and
Figure 2 come from finetuning and regularization. In detail,
during finetuning, the diffusion model quickly converges to
the styles of the training dataset, which is more realistic.
Prompts in HOI datasets (in our case, DexYCB [1]) lack de-
tailed descriptions of background or in most cases, in a lab-
oratory or the studio environment. Therefore, during infer-
ence, if we leave background descriptions vacant or use ”on
the table”, the generated images are much closer to train-
ing cases, a bit blurred. To prevent the pretrained model
from overfitting, we introduce the regularization module.
This allows the model to utilize embedded knowledge from

previous scale training, and thus when novel background
prompts are provided, our HOIDiffusion is still able to de-
pict diverse images as expected.

E. Social Impact

During the training process, we use the public well-
known hand-object-interaction dataset DexYCB to super-
vise our training, which is licensed under CC BY-NC 4.0.
Our proposed method generates human hands in images.
The attributes of generated hands come from the learning
knowledge from DexYCB and the pretrained model using
LAION [4], which can be viewed as accumulated average
results. Hence, Our synthesized HOI images don’t incorpo-
rate any personal information or privacy.



Figure 3. More results on synthesized images with diverse object shapes and hand poses.
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